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Introduction
• PV self-consumption
“The possibility for any kind of electricity consumer to connect a photovoltaic
system, with a capacity corresponding to their consumption, to their own system
or to the grid, for their own or for on-site consumption and feeding the nonconsumed electricity to the grid and receiving value for it”.
• Net-metering
“A simple billing/calculation arrangement that ensures consumers who
operate PV systems receive credit for any electricity their systems generate and
inject to the grid in excess of the amount consumed within a billing/calculation
period”.
• Self-consumption bonus
“A €/kWh bonus paid for all electricity produced and instantaneously self
consumed. The excess electricity, instantaneously injected to the grid, is
eventually compensated at a different tariff”.

NOTES
1. Sources: SunEdison/AT Kearney “PV Self Consumption in Europe”, EPIA.
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NET METERING
• Netting of PV production in
excess and additional
electricity demand OVER
A LONG PERIOD
(month/year)
• (Meter is turning
backwards)
• Simple billing/calculation
arrangement
• Incentive = savings
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SELF-CONSUMPTION
• Self-consuming PV
production is natural:
It corresponds to the PV
production that a
« prosumer » consumes in
REAL TIME
• Two main types of policy
incentives:
• Direct: Self-consumption
premium
• Indirect: German market
integration model
(Germany)

SELF-CONSUMPTION
METER
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Residential « Prosumer »: Consumption vs Production
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Overview of net-metering and self-consumption schemes in
Europe

DK: net-metering
< 6 kVA
NL: Net-metering
< 3x80A (max 5,000
kWh)
BE: Net-metering
<10 kVA (<5kVA in
Brussels)

DE: Market integration
Model since Aug. 2012

UK: Export tariff (50% of
production by default) <
<30 kWp

IT: Self-consumption
premium (Aug. 2012)
ES:
- Self-consumption <100 kW
- Net-metering (under discussion)
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Case studies – residential Sector
Assumptions:
- Residential “prosumer”
- Yearly consumption:
3,500 kWh
- Yearly production:
3300 kWh
- 30% instantaneous self-consumption: 990 kWh
- 70% of production injected to the grid: 2310 kWh
- Electricity withdrawn from the grid :
2510 kWh

-
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Italy V Conto Energia (2012)
• Self-consumption premium for 20
years
• Premium between 0.05 and 0.18
€/kWh
• Excess generation compensated at
FiT level

€ 1'500

Cash flows balance [€/year]
Savings 0.203
€/kWh

€ 1'000
VAT payments
21.0% %
€ 500
€191.390

• Electricity prices:
• Residential:
• Commercial:
• Industrial:

€71.60

€0

0.20 €/kWh
0.13 €/kWh
0.12 €/kWh

(€ 500)

€/kWh

(€ 1'000)

(€ 1'500)
with selfconsumption
NOTES
1. Source: GIFI, Assosolare, APER, EPIA.
2. Electricity Prices: EU Energy Portal (http://www.energy.eu/) - November 2011

Electricity bill
costs 0.2030
€/kWh
Feed-in Tariff
0.237 €/kWh

w/out selfconsumption

Self-cons.
Premium
0.16 €/kWh
Total Balance
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Denmark (2012)
• Net-metering – unlimited in time
• Compensation period:
• (non-commercial) up to 6 kVA:
Yearly
• (commercial) over 6 kVA:
Hourly ≈ self-consumption
• Full compensation of electricity
prices (no grid fee or tax noncompensated)
• Excess generation compensated at
small FiT rate (0.08€/kW)

Yearly cash flows balance [€/year]
1500

1000

Savings 0,31 €/kWh

500
Electricity bill costs 0,31
€/kWh
0

€ 62

Feed-in Tariff 0,08
€/kWh

-500

• Electricity prices:
• Residential:
• Commercial:
• Industrial:

€ 813

0.31 €/kWh
0.13 €/kWh
0.12 €/kWh

-1000

Total balance

-1500
with net-metering
NOTES
1. Sources: EPIA, Danfoss.
2. Electricity Prices: EU Energy Portal (http://www.energy.eu/) - November 2011

without netmetering
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Impact on Competitiveness
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Residential rooftops: financial competitiveness
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Increasing selfconsumption without
reducing system size
is the challenge !
Standard: 30-75%

0.05

Heat-pumps: + 40%

0
Standard

Traditional 50% Traditional net- Self-consumption Self-consumption
self-consumption
metering
with paid taxes with paid taxes
and grid costs

Local storage: + 40%
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Electricity prices structure (residential sector)
Denmark

Italy
100%

100%
9%

20%
80%

17%

80%

14%
60%

60%

40%

40%

43%

Grid tariffs

20%
24%

0%

Taxes and
concessions

13%

60%
20%

VAT

Electricity
generation
and sales
price

0%
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Impact on PV competitiveness of exposure to grid
costs and taxes of self-consumed electricity
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Conclusion
• Numerous alternatives to pure feed-in tariff schemes
• Net-metering: start a market with none or unsufficient FiT (DK, NL)
• Self-consumption: transition scheme towards competitiveness allowing
for lower FiT levels

• Grid financing and taxes compensation will be the
corner stone in political discussions to favour direct
consumption
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Conclusion

Transition to competitiveness of PV :
- Smart adequate support schemes to progressively help to reduce and finally phase out existing
feed-in tariffs.
- Largest installations will require different support
- Prosumers will finally have to compete with retail electricity prices.
Smoothing transition by using compensation schemes:
- self-consumption schemes could be implemented and fine-tuned to accommodate country
specifics.
- Net-metering schemes, despites their drawbacks were successful already in a certain number
of countries to kick start the development of some market segments.
- Discussions in Spain in 2011 and 2012 showed that this idea is not dead. While the Spanish
market used to develop thanks to large systems, the prosumers market, especially in the
residential segment could require considering specific schemes, including net-metering ones. In
other countries with a large PV penetration, compensation represents for sure the future of PV
development and requires attention. It could represent a smart and efficient way to pave the
way for a sustainable market development, based on the natural competitiveness PV is
DRAFT 17
progressively achieving.

BACK_UP
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Comparison

Yearly cash flow balance with self consumption/net-metering incentives

UK
Italy
Germany
Germany
Italy
Export tariff (up Self-consumption New scheme
Net-metering
(Scambio Sul Self-consumption to 50% selfpremium (2011- without premium
(2012)
cons.) (2012)
Posto) (2012)
2)
(2012)

Denmark
Net-metering
(2012)

Belgium
Net-metering
(2012)

Netherlands
Net-metering
(2012)

Spain
Net-metering
(2012) draft

€ 1'200
€ 1'000
€ 800
€ 600
€ 400
€ 200
€0
-€ 200
-€ 400
-€ 600
-€ 800
Support (FiT)

Consumer costs

Net balance

Savings

• Net-metering schemes maximise savings and eliminate the needs for direct contribution to PV “prosumers”
• Self-consumption schemes maintain cash flows towards electricity retailers, including taxation
• The two schemes involve different stimulation to PV system sizing (total production vs. optimised self31
consumption level)

Netherlands (2012)

Summary of incentive
Type

Net-metering

Duration

Unlimited

Electricity balance
calculation period

Yearly

Compensation of netmetered electricity price

100%

Compensation for excess
generation

0,05 €/kWh

Description of
the scheme

PV system
requirements

PV systems respecting size limitations (see below) and installed on “small
users” premises, are entitled to use the yearly basis net-metering option.
All electricity not instantaneously consumed is injected in the grid and
credited against future consumption.

PV systems whose capacity is les than 3 x 80 A, corresponding to the
definition of "small users”

Electricity prices
Residential electricity price
(including VAT)

0,23 €/kWh

Commercial electricity price
(excluding VAT)

0,21 €/kWh

Industrial electricity price
(excluding VAT)

0,11 €/kWh

NOTES
1. Source: EPIA, Holland Solar, dena.
2. Electricity Prices: EU Energy Portal (http://www.energy.eu/) - November 2011

Comments
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Netherlands (2012)

Yearly cash flows balance [€/year]

Residential electricity price breakdown
100%

1500

16%
1000

-500

11%

60%

29%

Savings 0,23 €/kWh

500
0

80%

VAT

Electricity bill costs 0,23
€/kWh

€ 44

Feed-in Tariff 0,05
€/kWh
€ 605

40%

Taxes and
concessions

Grid tariffs

Total balance
20%

-1000

44%
Electricity generation
and sales price

-1500

0%
with net-metering without net-metering

NOTES
1. Source: EPIA, Holland Solar, CREG, dena.
2. Electricity Prices: EU Energy Portal (http://www.energy.eu/) - November 2011
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